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Photoluminescence and lasing from deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) thin films doped with sulforhodamine
Z. Yu, W. Li, J. A. Hagen, Y. Zhou, D. Klotzkin, J. G. Grote, and A. J. Steckl

Thin solid films of salmon deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) have been fabricated by treatment with a
surfactant and used as host for the laser dye sulforhodamine (SRh). The DNA films have an absorption
peak at ⬃260 nm owing to absorption by the nitrogenous aromatic bases. The SRh molecules in the DNA
films have absorption and emission peaks at 578 and 602 nm, respectively. The maximum emission was
obtained at ⬃1 wt. % SRh in DNA, equivalent to ⬃100 DNA base pairs per SRh molecule. A distributed
feedback grating structure was fabricated on a SiO2–Si substrate using interference lithography. The
grating period of 437 nm was selected, corresponding to second-order emission at the amplified spontaneous emission wavelength of 650 nm. Lasing was obtained by pumping with a doubled Nd:YAG laser at
532 nm. The lasing threshold was 3 J, corresponding to ⬃30 J兾cm2 or 4 kW兾cm2. The emission
linewidth decreased from ⬃30 nm in the amplified spontaneous emission mode to ⬍0.4 nm (instrument
limited) in the lasing mode. The slope efficiency of the lasing was ⬃1.2%. © 2007 Optical Society of
America
OCIS codes: 050.2770, 140.2050, 140.3580, 160.2540, 160.5470.

1. Introduction

Biological materials represent a rich and mainly untapped resource for photonic and electronic devices.
Biomaterials have many attractive features: unusual
optical and electrical properties that are not readily
reproduced in manmade materials, they are a widely
available and replenishable resource, and they are biodegradable and environmentally friendly. The integration of biological materials with semiconductors is a
particularly fertile area with many applications.1 Because of its primacy in biological reproduction, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) has been a subject of
investigation by molecular biologists and other life scientists for several decades. More recently, the unique
nanostructure and replication properties of DNA molecules have started to be investigated by physical scientists and engineers interested in incorporating these
properties in new or improved devices.2 Studies3,4 of
the electro-optical properties of DNA-based materials
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have opened doors to novel device implementation. For
example, organic light emitting diodes (OLED) containing DNA electron blocking layers have been recently reported5 to exhibit significant enhancements
in luminance and luminous efficiency compared to
conventional OLED without the DNA layer.
Organic solid-state lasers using a variety of host
and lumophore combinations have made steady
progress6 –11 in the last decade in terms of wavelength tunability, reduced threshold, and increased.
Polymeric matrices have been found12 to be an extremely important factor in influencing lasing properties such as intensity, threshold, and optical gain.
DNA is reported13 to be an efficient host for certain
luminescent organic and organometallic molecules in
both solution and solid-state thin films. In this paper
we report on the use of DNA as a host material for
optically pumped organic solid-state lasers.
2. Experimental Methods

The starting DNA material used in this study is derived from salmon sperm14 and was provided by the
Chitose Institute of Science and Technology (CIST) in
Japan. After purification and protein removal, the
freeze-dried DNA remains water soluble, which impairs the possibility for thin-film formation and incorporation into device structures. To change the
solubility, a cationic surfactant reaction was used15 to
convert DNA to a DNA–lipid complex. Cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTMA) was used to form a
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Fig. 1. (Color online) DNA and sulforhodamine structures with possible site for intercalation.

DNA–CTMA complex as shown in Fig. 1, which is not
soluble in water but can be dissolved in organic solvents (alcohols). The as-received DNA has a molecular weight (MW) of the order of several million
daltons. A sonication process16 was utilized to reduce
the DNA MW to 150–200 kDa. For comparison to
DNA, we have also used poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) with a MW of 120 kDa (Sigma-Aldrich) as a
lumophore host material. PMMA is known17,18 as a
solid-state dye laser host.
The laser dye sulforhodamine 640 (SRh) (Exciton
Inc. Dayton, Ohio) was used as the lumophore. SRh,
which is a member of the popular rhodamine family
of dyes, has maximum absorption and fluorescence
emission at 578 and 602 nm, respectively. When used
in dye laser applications in solution, its lasing wavelength ranges from 610 to 670 nm depending on solvent type and pumping source. The structure of the
SRh molecule is shown in Fig. 1.
To vary SRh doping concentration in DNA–CTMA
and PMMA thin films, solid DNA–CTMA and SRh
powder were mixed and dissolved in butanol solution
with different weight ratios. PMMA granules and
SRh powder were mixed and dissolved in cyclopentanone and methanol mixture. Both DNA–CTMA
and PMMA were controlled at 5 wt. % in their respective solutions. The solutions were stirred for 12 h at
room temperature to completely dissolve the dye and
host materials and to improve the uniformity of mixing. For the photoluminescence (PL) measurements,
fused silica wafers from General Electric were used
as substrates. Thin films were spin coated on the
1508
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wafers at 500 rpm for 10 s ramping up to 3000 rpm
for 30 s for DNA–CTMA films and 500 rpm for 10 s
ramping up to 4000 rpm for 30 s for PMMA films.
These conditions produced DNA–CTMA films of
⬃80 nm and PMMA films of ⬃140 nm. The films
were baked in a vacuum oven at 30 mbars and 80 °C
for 60 min to remove any extra solvent.
Various approaches have been utilized6 for the
design of organic laser cavity structures, including
multilayer microcavity, waveguide distributed feedback (DFB), and distributed Bragg reflection (DBR).
We have used the DFB grating structure shown in
Fig. 2 to provide feedback by Bragg scattering.19 A
DFB template structure was patterned on oxidized
共SiO2 ⬃ 3 m兲 Si 具100典 wafers. At the wavelength of
SRh lasing 共650 nm兲 we have measured the following
refractive indices: n ⬇ 1.46 for the SiO2 layer on Si,
n ⬇ 1.5 for the DNA layer, and n ⬇ 1.49 for the
PMMA. Therefore light confinement in the DNA–
CTMA or PMMA layers is provided by the SiO2 layer
underneath and with air serving as the upper confinement layer. An Si 具100典 substrate was chosen for
easy cleaving. The period of the DFB was determined
according to the well-known Bragg equation
2⌳ ⫽ p

B
,
neff

where ⌳ is the period of grating, B is the Bragg
wavelength of (emitted) light, neff is the effective
index of refraction, and p is the grating order 共1, 2,
3, . . .兲.

Fig. 2. DFB laser grating. (a) Structure, (b) Lloyd mirror interference lithography.

The period was selected for second-order operation
共p ⫽ 2兲 to provide surface emission, which is more
easily measured, while providing feedback at wavelengths within the gain region of the dye. We used a
nominal grating period of 437 nm for the structure to
enable SRh laser emission at approximately 650 nm.
The DFB pattern was fabricated using Lloyd’s mirror interference lithography (IL), which generates an
optical interference pattern between a directly incident component and a reflected component originating from the same laser beam as shown schematically
in Fig. 2. The IL system uses a He–Cd laser at
325 nm as the light source. The relationship between
the interference pattern period ⌳ and the incident
angle  is given by
⌳⫽

The etching conditions were 500 W ICP power, 100 W
rf power, and a pressure of 5 mTorr. We used a 2 min
etch time to produce a uniform periodic structure
with a grating depth of ⬃200 nm.
The active organic layer (1 m thick) doped with
SRh (1 wt. %) is spin coated on top of the DFB template and baked at 95 °C for 30 min. For amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) measurements, SiO2–Si
wafers without the DFB grating were used as substrates.
A Perkin-Elmer spectrometer was used to measure
the optical absorption of the various thin films deposited on quartz substrates. The PL measurements
were performed with a He–Cd laser photoexcitation
at 325 nm. The emission spectra were analyzed by an
Acton Research spectrometer equipped with a photomultiplier sensitive in the UV-visible spectrum.
High-pass filters and dichroic mirrors were utilized to
block the laser pump light. The spectrometer resolution was 0.16 nm, and all PL measurements were
performed at 300 K.
The excitation source for the ASE and lasing was
a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics,
Mountain View, California) operated at 532 nm, 8 ns
pulse duration with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The
beam diameter on the sample was 3.5 mm. A neutral
density filter wheel was used to adjust the pump
energy. An Ocean Optics (Dunedin, Florida) fibercoupled CCD spectrometer with 0.1 nm resolution
was used to record the spectra, and Newport (Irvine,
California) power and energy detectors were used to
measure the emitted output.
3. Results and Discussion
A.

Photoluminescence

The basic optical properties of thin films of the hosts
and dye molecules were characterized first: absorption (for DNA, PMMA, and SRh) and PL (for undoped

He–Cd
,
2 sin 

where He–Cd is the wavelength of the He–Cd laser,
and  is half the angle between directly incident and
reflected components. The IL pattern is imprinted in
a photoresist layer (Shipley 1805) on the SiO2–Si wafer. A thin 共100 nm兲 Al layer is placed between the
photoresist and the SiO2 layer to provide a robust
thin-film mask for subsequent etching. The Al is patterned by wet etching in a phosphoric–nitric–acetic
acid mixture. Next, the grating pattern is transferred
into the SiO2 layer to form the DFB template by
plasma etching in NF3兾Ar 共10兾5 sccm, standard cubic
centimeters per minute) using a Plasma-Therm 790
system in the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) mode.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Absorption spectra of undoped DNA and
PMMA and sulforhodamine 640 (SRh) thin films and PL spectra
for undoped DNA and PMMA and DNA:SRh.
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DNA and PMMA, and DNA:SRh). A representative
set of absorption and PL spectra is shown in Fig. 3.
The DNA, film exhibits its well-known UV absorption
peak at 260 nm owing to the presence of aromatic
nitrogenous bases. The PMMA film also shows an
absorption edge in the UV. The SRh film has its major
absorption peak at 578 nm. The DNA:SRh film has
strong emission from the SRh molecules at 605 nm,
consistent with values reported in the literature. The
small Stokes shift between the SRh emission and
absorption 共⌬ ⬇ 30 nm兲 can lead to residual selfabsorption. The DNA:SRh PL peak has a width of
⬃35 nm. The undoped DNA and PMMA films showed
no visible PL emission, including in the orange–red
region of the SRh emission.
To determine the optimal doping concentration for
PL emission, DNA and PMMA thin films containing
a range of SRh concentrations were photoexcited under the same PL conditions. All samples showed peak
emission at 605 nm. The integrated PL intensities
for DNA:SRh and PMMA:SRh (multiplied 5⫻) at approximately the peak emission at 605 nm are plotted
as a function of SRh weight percent in Fig. 4(a). The
maximum PL emission is achieved for an SRh concentration of 0.75–1 wt. % in both the DNA and the
PMMA films. Clearly the DNA is a much more efficient host material (by a factor of ⬃17⫻) than
PMMA, without even taking into consideration that
the PMMA films were nearly twice the thickness of
the DNA films. The insets in Fig. 4(a) show photographs of the PL emission of DNA and PMMA films
doped with 0.7 wt. % SRh.
To take into consideration the molecular structure
difference between DNA and PMMA, Fig. 4(b) plots
the PL intensity versus the DNA base pairs and the
MMA monomer numbers (in PMMA) per SRh molecule. The maximum PL intensity in the DNA:SRh
films occurs at a ratio of base pairs to SRh molecules
of 100:1. The corresponding maximum in the PMMA:
SRh films takes place at a MMA:SRh ratio of 1000:1.
It is interesting to consider the reasons for the
ability of the DNA films to emit light more efficiently
than other polymers. The intercalation of certain lumophores between DNA base pairs, which is frequently reported as a very sensitive signature of the
presence of DNA molecules,20 could be the reason for
the efficient luminescence. Lumophore molecules may
be more effectively prevented from exchanging energy when shielded by the base pairs in the DNA
structure. Furthermore, the tight spatial fit between
lumophore molecules and the base pair structure
may minimize (or prevent) the conformational relaxation of excited lumophores and thereby enhance the
process of radiative relaxation.
The circular dichroism (CD) property, namely the
difference in optical absorption of clockwise and counterclockwise circularly polarized light, identifies the
presence of chiral materials. DNA because of its double helix structure has a well-known21 CD spectrum.
CD spectroscopy was used to investigate the structural relationship between the DNA and the SRh
molecules. One practical limitation of the interpreta1510
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Integrated SRh photoluminescence versus
concentration in DNA and PMMA. (a) SRh concentration by
weight, (b) SRh molecules per DNA base pairs and PMMA monomer units. Inset, optical emission photographs for DNA and
PMMA films doped with 0.7 wt. % SRh conc.

tion of these measurements is attributable to the fact
that these DNA:SRh samples were in liquid form.
Butanol solutions of DNA with different SRh concentrations were measured. Double stranded DNA has a
characteristic CD peak at ⬃285–287 nm, as seen in
the inset of Fig. 5. The intensity of the CD signal at
this peak position is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of
the SRh doping concentration. From these measurements it is clear that the incorporated SRh molecules
do not result in a net reduction in DNA chirality, even
at concentrations as high as 25%. The maximum
DNA CD signal occurs for an SRh concentration of
⬃5 wt. %. It is tempting to interpret these results as
evidence of highly efficient SRh intercalation into the

ing pumping conditions. The ASE spectrum contains
the peak at 605 nm observed in the PL spectrum
obtained under low-power pumping with the He–Cd
laser (see Fig. 2). The linewidth of the 605 nm peak is
essentially the same in both cases: ⬃35 nm. The ASE
spectrum also contains a new peak at 650 nm, designated as the ASE peak of SRh. The ⬃10 nm linewidth of this peak is much narrower than the PL
peak at 605 nm. The intensity change and peak narrowing at 650 nm are typical features of an ASE
process. Also included in Fig. 6 is a typical lasing
spectrum from a DNA:SRh DFB structure. Under
lasing pumping conditions, the PL emission peak at
605 nm is totally absent, and the emission peak
width at 650 nm is less than 1 nm. Similar ASE and
lasing spectral characteristics were observed for
PMMA:SRh thin films and DFB structures.
The peak emission wavelength in SRh is known22
to experience a redshift under ASE or lasing conditions. SRh in solution is reported23 to have two lasing
Fig. 5. (Color online) Circular dichroism intensity versus SRh
concentration in DNA butanol solution. Inset, CD spectra for several DNA:SRh solutions.

DNA double helix (and associated efficient luminescence), since a concentration of 5 wt. % corresponds to
one SRh molecule for every 20 base pairs. However,
confirmation of this conclusion requires additional
investigation. At this point, we can only confirm that
either (major or minor) groove binding and兾or intercalation has taken place.
B.

Amplified Spontaneous Emission and Lasing

ASE and lasing in DNA:SRh were obtained by highpower optical pumping with the pulsed Nd:YAG laser
at a wavelength of 532 nm. Figure 6 shows the basic
features of the spectra obtained under ASE and las-

Fig. 6. (Color online) Amplified spontaneous and stimulated
emission from DNA:SRh DFB structures.

Fig. 7. (Color online) Output energy and linewidth from DNA:SRh
DFB structures and thin film as a function of pump energy.
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peaks at ⬃620 and ⬃650 nm. Since we have designed
the feedback grating for 650 nm, the lasing occurs
only at 650 nm.
The output energy and linewidth at 650 nm are
shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) as functions of pump
energy for DNA:SRh 共1 wt. %兲 DFB and planar structures. The output energy from the planar structure
increases fairly gradually, with an increase in slope
at ⬃9 J pump energy. At the same pump energy,
the emission linewidth experiences a sharp decrease
with pump energy from the 35 nm FWHM typical of
PL emission to the 10 nm linewidth typical of ASE.
The ASE threshold of 9 J is equivalent to an energy
density of ⬃95 J兾cm2. For comparison, DNA films
doped with rhodamine 6G (Rh6G)24 and hemicyanine
derivative25 dyes have been reported with ASE
thresholds of 2 and 0.5 mJ兾cm2, respectively. The
DFB grating output energy has an abrupt increase at
3 J pump energy, which is accompanied by a sharp
drop in linewidth to ⬃0.4 nm (instrument-limited

Fig. 8. (Color online) Output energy and linewidth from
PMMA:SRh DFB structure and thin film as a function of pump
energy.
1512
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resolution). This clearly identifies the lasing threshold for DNA:SRh at 3 J. This represents a pump
energy density threshold of ⬃30 J兾cm2, equivalent
to a power density threshold of ⬃3.75 kW兾cm2. The
energy density for lasing threshold is quite close to
the 35 J兾cm2 reported26 for Rh6G dye in a small
organic molecule host 共Alq3兲. Lower threshold energies can be obtained by using dyes that have larger
Stokes shifts, resulting in reduced self-absorption
and hence increased optical gain in the waveguide.
The corresponding results for PMMA:SRh (1 wt. %)
structures are shown in Fig. 8. In the case of the
PMMA:SRh planar structure a similar change of
slope occurs at ⬃11.5 J accompanied by a drop in
linewidth to ⬃12–13 nm. Lasing for the PMMA:SRh
DFB grating occurs beyond a pump threshold of
5.1 J. This is equivalent to a pump energy density
threshold of ⬃53 J兾cm2 and a power density threshold of ⬃6.63 kW兾cm2. The output energy in the lasing
case is approximately an order of magnitude larger
than the ASE case for both the DNA and the PMMA
structures.
The output energy as a function of input energy
for DNA:SRh 共1 wt. %兲 and PMMA:SRh 共1 wt. %兲
DFB gratings is shown in Fig. 9. The pump energy
scale is of the order of a few microjoules, while the
output lasing energy is on the order of tens of nanojoules above threshold. The slope efficiency () is the
efficiency of conversion of pump laser energy into
output laser energy. The indicated slope efficiencies
of 1.2% and 0.63% for the DNA and PMMA gratings,
respectively, have been calculated based on the actual measured energy levels beyond their respective
thresholds. However, one must bear in mind that not
all of the pump energy is absorbed in the waveguide
layer, and not all of the lasing emission is captured by
the detector. The lasing, which occurs toward the

Fig. 9. (Color online) Input– output energy slope efficiency from
DNA:SRh and PMMA:SRh DFB structures.

substrate, is absorbed by the Si wafer, and some of
the lasing emission is waveguided in the DNA or the
PMMA layer. Clearly, the DNA:SRh grating is more
efficient than the PMMA:SRh grating, with a lower
threshold energy and nearly twice the slope efficiency.
4. Summary and Conclusions

Salmon DNA has been found to be an excellent polymer host for the laser dye sulforhodamine. The SRh
doping concentration for maximum PL emission intensity was found to be equivalent to the ratio of DNA
base pairs to dye molecules of 100:1. By comparison,
SRh doped into the common polymer host PMMA
exhibited much weaker PL and had an optimum concentration at a ratio of monomer (MMA) to SRh molecules of 1000:1. Lasing was obtained by fabricating
second-order DFB gratings in both polymer hosts
doped with SRh. The DNA:SRh grating had a threshold energy of 3 J versus 5.1 J for the PMMA:SRh
grating and a slope efficiency nearly twice that, of the
PMMA:SRh grating (1.2% versus 0.63%). While unambiguous proof of SRh intercalation in the DNA
double helix has not yet been obtained, the addition of
high concentration (up to 5 wt. %) of SRh molecules
results in an increasing chirality of the DNA. Clearly,
DNA is a promising material as a host for dye-based
polymer lasers.
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